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The Year of Giant
Killers
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2018 will be a year of a release of the Caleb and Davidic anointing. Many territorial spirits
that have had their way over cities, towns, and regions will loose their grip of control. There will
be a rising up of prayer warriors who know who they are in Christ and they will gain access to
their rightful authority and will begin to declare the purposes of God over their particular regions
and those regions will see breakthrough in ways that only God can deliver. Mass amounts of
people will come to Christ and churches that have been dry for generations will be filled with
new converts and new glory to accommodate the number of salvations. Things that have been
locked for years will be unlocked. Poverty, racism, religion, will be cast down and increase, love
and power will take its place. No weapon formed against you will prosper!.
The Horses Are Running. 2018 will be a year that the counterfeit spirit will be removed. This
spirit has been sent to be a distraction to the church. This spirit has tried to overshadow the
church and has intimidated many of God’s chosen people. It has seemingly been untarnished
and full of unlimited strength to constantly harass and outshine the church, but this year that
spirt will be removed from the picture. The church will break forward in such a supernatural way
that it will leave behind this spirt until it will no longer be able to intimidate. God will remove and
expose this counterfeit spirit by revealing the real power and the real anointing. The church will
be filled with supernatural strength and ability to go farther and be more productive than ever
before. They will run and not be weary and walk and not faint
The Year of the Open Door. 2018 will be filled with unprecedented prayer. God is stirring up
the hearts of His people to pray and believe in a way that has not been seen since the Welsh
revival. People will be stirred to pray all night, people will be stirred to pray and fast for days.
People will be touched by the Holy Spirit and pray in the spirit for hours and some even days.
People will be stirred by the Holy Spirit to fast and pray for the lost, for revival and there will be
times where unscheduled prayer will break out for days without interruption.As a result of this
releasing prayer there will be a compassion and a heart cry for the lost to be found. People will
be awakened with a compelling sense to pray and call out love ones names with groanings and
compassion that can only be supernatural. God’s House will once again be know as the House
of Prayer!

The year of Recompense and Payback-2018 will be a year of unexplainable reward. Many of
God’s chosen people who have stood for righteousness and chose to do what is right just
because it was right have been wrongly harassed and accused and injured by the enemy. This
has resulted in physical, emotional and in some case financial loss. This year God will begin to
restore what the demonic locust have eaten and the unrighteous worms have destroyed. Things
that were stolen will be restored and those who have been accused wrongly will be exonerated.
Many will have sudden restoration. The Lord is turning the tide in such a way that economic
stability will be restored to many. This is the year of back pay for the children of God. The Lord
is even going back to accounts and incidents that have taken place many years ago and bringing
not only recompense but interest for time lost. There will be a supernatural wealth transfer in
2018 but it will take place in such a way that only God can create. This transfer is to remove the
financial burden from God’s people but also to fund the revival that will overtake this world.
Those who have sowed in tears will reap in joy.
The Year of Momentum-2018 will be a year of increased momentum. God is releasing energy
and a spiritual thrust to moving into increased momentum. Answered prayer will move at an
increased momentum. What in times past would take a year will be done in a day. What would
take a day will only take a moment. There will be times of supernatural spiritual growth in people.
New converts will mature at an alarming rate, and the more people hunger the more the
increased momentum will occur. God is speeding up time, increase, deliverance because there
is much to do and this momentum will be like a tidal wave of glory that will quickly rise from
seemingly no where and it will crash upon God’s people in way a glorious energy and force.
The Year of Shifting of Position-2018 will be a time of shifting and much movement. People
will begin to feel and stirring to evaluate who they are aligned with and who they worship with.
High maintenance relationships will no longer be allowed to keep God’s children from advancing
to their particular area of destiny. Many people will change churches because they are not being
fed where they currently attend. Driving 1 to 2 hours one way will not be unusual to go to church
anymore. Their will be areas of outpouring that God will assign and God’s people are being
released from distractive people and distractive things that will keep them from experiencing the
outpouring. God is shifting people for increase, much like removing weights from a hot air
balloon so it can increase in altitude, God is removing every weigh and sin that will keep His
people from soaring to new heights in Him.

The Year of the UnExplainable-2018 will begin a season of supernatural
miracles that only will be able to be explained by one word-GOD. There will be
divine interruptions of unexplainable anointing. Many will be at work and for no
apparent reason and unexplainable heavy outpouring of the presence of God will
fill the room where even those around God’s people will be touched and begin to
cry out for repentance. Family members who have mocked and made fun of the
supernatural will fall of their face and declare that Jesus is Lord. Unexplainable
Miracles will become the normal for church services. To those who seek the Lord
the unexplainable will become a part of life. ( One type of supernatural miracles
that seem to be impressed upon me will be the removal on metal from peoples
bodies and the recreative miracle of bones and joints replacing metal parts. This
will take place especially in knees and backs. People will begin to move and bend
in ways that were restricted with the metal but because of their new body parts
from glory there will be full motion.). There will also be a release of supernatural
unexplainable strength come upon senior saints. Their youth will be suddenly
renewed. Those in their 80's will have the vigor and strength of those half their
age. This renewal will revive a generation that has moved to the side lines and
now they will be placed back on the front lines of ministry but this time they will
operate in the wisdom of age with the strength of a youth
The Year of the Holy Spirit Release-2018 will be year of the release of the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit that has not been seen since Pentecost. Signs and
Wonders will be performed by God’s children because of a renewed partnership
and relationship with the Holy Spirit. Anointing will wake people up and visions,
dreams and divine encounters will become a way of life for those who are willing to
walk with God’s Spirit. This will not be a relationship with sporadic moments of
power but a constant leading and constant direction given by the Spirit that will be
all day from day to day. God’s children will learn to move from glory to glory,
miracle to miracle and signs and wonders will be released in great amounts but this
time people will not follow the signs but the signs will follow the people. These
wonders will cause and insurmountable hunger and desire for the constant
presence of God. God’s children will be presence driven not miracle driven. They
will not be able to live without the presence of God!
2018 will also be a year of:
Remarkable Household salvation
House paid off supernatural
Many will be called to missionary work
Increased life of Worship and the creative gifts released

Check out What's Happening

Gospel Tabernacle

Reminders:

Testimonies:

1.!
2. Women's Ministry
Tuesday, March 27th @
7pm!
3. Men's Ministry Monday,
March 19th @ 7pm!

We would love to hear the
testimonies of God's goodness
and the miracles He is doing in
your life!
Please share with us and email
GT at contact@gtchurch.net!

Upcoming Events:

March 15th

LIFE Italian Luncheon
@ 12pm

March 25th

March 27th

Easter Egg Stuffing
Party @ 10am

March 31st

Youth Quest Fundraiser Meal Easter Eggstravaganza
@12:30pm
Want to Connect?

Church Information

Visit our Social Media
Accounts for
more Information!
FaceBook: https://www.fa
cebook.com/GospelTab/
Twitter: https://twitter.co
m/GTChurchDunnNC

Address::2105 W
Cumberland St.
Dunn NC 28334
Email:
contact@gtchurch.net
Phone Number:
910-892-0917

